GLOBALLY INSPIRED HORS D’OEUVRES

tray passed

CURRIED CHICKEN & PEAR CANAPÉS
on a rosemary croccantini

MARGARITA PRAWNS SKEWERS gf
sauza gold tequila, cilantro, lime juice

stationed

MIDDLE EASTERN TRIO veg
tzatsiki, baba ganoush, lemony hummus,
red peppers, cucumbers & soft grilled pitas

BAHN MI SLIDERS veg
grilled ginger-marinated tofu,
pickled vegetables & sriracha aioli

GRILLED LOCAL CHICKEN SKEWERS gf
thai curry with radish-yogurt sauce

MINIATURE AUSTRALIAN LAMB PITAS
roasted & thinly-sliced leg of lamb, English
cucumber, tzatziki & fresh dill in mini pita pockets

PIADINA FLATBREAD PIZZETTA veg
artisan cheeses, grilled local seasonal vegetables